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The AIDS pandemic is a new problem for
humans, but it is unclear whether the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) giving rise to
AIDS is also new to humans. Either HIV has
recently infected humans, in which case we
have a new virus and a new disease, or HIV
infected humans
long ago (being mild
and/or restricted in range until recently), in
which case we have an old virus and a new
disease. There are precedents for each sce?
nario among known viruses causing dis?
eases (see Shope and Evans, 1993). The new
virus and old virus scenarios have pro?
for under?
foundly different implications
standing the mechanisms of HIV propaga?
tion and the etiology of AIDS, for combating
AIDS, and potentially for efforts to prevent
future epidemics.
The terms "new" and
"old" are ambiguous beyond denoting rela?
tive age; for purposes of this article we con?
sider a new virus one that has infected its
host species within the past 50 years or so.
The first view, that HIV has only recently
contacted
entails recent crosshumans,
of
a simian immunode?
transmission
species
virus
from
one or more nonhu?
(SIV)
ficiency
man primates and represents the current

wisdom (Dietrich et al., 1989;
Doolittle, 1989; Allan et al., 1991; Fox, 1992;
Myers et al., 1992,1993b; Hirsch et al., 1993;
Temin, 1993; Myers and Korber, 1994). How?
ever, some have suggested that certain rural
African populations
of humans may have
been infected with an immunodeficiency
virus for many decades, centuries, or even
millennia (Montagnier, 1985; Hahn, 1990;
McClure, 1990), and Ewald (1991, 1994) de?
scribed an evolutionary model in which vir?
ulent strains are placed at a selective advan?
tage by higher rates of sexual partner
conventional

change.
HIV origins is of general
Understanding
interest to systematists. Viruses evolve by
descent with modification like any other
group of organisms, and systematists will
become increasingly involved in attempts to
understand their complex histories as more
of their DNA sequences become available.
Systematists working on viruses need to
consider distinctive features of viral evolu?
tion, including extremely high rates of mole?
cular sequence evolution, subsequent high
levels of within-population
sequence vari?
as yielding
described
ability (variously
species swarms or quasi species), evolution?
ary rates that vary depending on the species
of host and type of cell infected, potential for
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recombination when representatives of dif?
ferent viral lineages infect the same host cell,
and potential biases in the sampling of host
species.
Our objectives here are to (1) assess the
evidence used in support of the "new virus"
hypothesis, (2) present our own phylogenet?
ic analyses of representative viral taxa, (3)
estimate the most-parsimonious
evolution
of the character "virus host" in the study
is?
taxa, and (4) comment on methodological
sues in the systematics of viruses.
Although it is not possible to reject either
hypothesis, we conclude that any consensus
favoring the "new virus" hypothesis is not
justified on the basis of current evidence
and that the "old virus" hypothesis remains
a viable alternative.
of HIV Origins
Previous Studies
HIVs and SIVs are retroviruses, a group
characterized by the ability to reverse tran?
HIV
and SIV
scribe RNA
into DNA.
genomes are about 10 kilobases in size and
contain at least nine recognizable
genes.
Previous phylogenetic analyses of primary
HIV and SIV lineages have used, variously,
the pol and gag genes. The pol gene encodes
en?
reverse transcriptase and endonuclease
zymes, whereas gag encodes capsid protein
(gag p24), which forms a shell around the
viral RNA, and several internal proteins
(ga8 p!5, gag pl8) functioning in viral repro?
duction (Stine, 1993; Hahn, 1994). The re?
gions of pol encoding reverse transcriptase
and endonuclease
comprise the most slowly
evolving regions of the genome (McClure et
al., 1988). Previous studies have found that
HIVs and SIVs form a monophyletic group,
with immunodeficiency
viruses from the
and
domestic cat (FIV), sheep (VISNA),
horse (EIAV) being closely related to the pri?
mate immunodeficiency
viruses (Doolittle
et al., 1989; Yokoyama, 1991).
Because HIVs are parasites, the question
of their origins includes two issues: (1) the
phylogeny of the viruses and (2) the history
of virus transmission among host species.
Parsimony may be used in addressing both
of these questions. Parsimony is used in esPhylogenetic

Analyses
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timating the history of host shifts for viral
taxa by minimizing the number of ad hoc as?
sumptions of host shift on a phylogenetic
tree. This minimization of ad hoc assump?
tions of host shift is justified on the same
logical basis as is the minimization of ad hoc
of character convergence (hoassumptions
in
moplasy)
phylogenetic analyses using a
parsimony criterion (see Farris, 1983). Fur?
ther, most viruses are narrowly host specific
and are unable to survive immune system
in new host species.
These
surveillance
characteristics
are also consistent with a
virus
to assessing
parsimony
approach
transmission history.
However, patterns of phylogeny for ex?
tant viruses and patterns of their history of
transmission need not be congruent. For ex?
ample, the appearance of a virus from a par?
ticular host species as basal in a phylogeny
could be the result of extinction of lineages
from the true early host, which "gave" the
virus to the current host recently, or could
result from a lack of sampling from the true
early host species. Also, phylogenetic trees
for viral taxa do not indicate whether a par?
ticular host species was a virus donor or a
virus recipient. The trees simply denote hy?
events among
pothesized
lineage-splitting
viruses. For these reasons, phylogenetic
trees for viruses must be interpreted with
caution in assessing the history of virus host
shifts.
Use of phylogenetic analyses to support
the "new virus" hypothesis is common in the
literature.
For example,
et al.
Myers
(1993b:126)
presented a phylogenetic
hy?
pothesis for HIVs and SIVs based on a 648nucleotide section of the gag p24 gene (Fig. 1)
and said that this "phylogenetic tree analysis
. . . strongly supports the hypothesis of the
simian origin of AIDS" (the "new virus" hy?
pothesis). However, we see no such support
in the tree itself. There are both HIVs and
SIVs on either side of the first bifurcation
event within the tree, and various HIVs
could have either descended from or given
rise to various SIVs. For example, sooty
mangabey viruses (ancestral to SIVsmmh4
and SIVsmpbj in Fig. 1) might have given
rise to HIV2s (HIV2rod, HIV2d205), or con-
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versely an ancestral HIV2 lineage may have
given rise to the sooty mangabey viruses.
The tree itself is consistent with either sce?
nario. Phylogenetic trees show purported
sister relationships among extant lineages
but do not denote ancestor-descendant
rela?
tionships among those extant lineages.
Rather, support for the "new virus" hy?
and circum?
pothesis is nonphylogenetic
as?
stantial, being rooted in unsupported
sumptions that (1) surveys of HIV presence
in human blood samples collected before
1980 are based on reliable and sufficiently
large samples, (2) high virulence denotes re?
cency of the infection of the host species, (3)
all HIVs are virulent, giving rise to AIDS,
and (4) SIVs are not virulent in their natural
hosts. Regarding the first point, researchers
have pointed out that HIV seropositivity as?
says for human blood samples collected
prior to the 1980s are largely negative, and
assays for blood samples collected during
the 1980s in particular show increasing lev?
els of positivity (Grmek, 1990; see Myers et
al., 1993b, and references therein). These
facts are consistent with the notion of the
first human infection occurring during the
middle portion of this century, but they do
not refute the alternative hypothesis that
HIVs were present in one or more small and
not
possibly isolated human populations
in
or
even
represented
pre-1959
pre-1980
blood samples (1959 is the collection date
for the earliest known seropositive sample).
As dramatic as the seropositivity surveys
are, their obvious geographic and quantita?
tive sampling limitations compromise their
ability to delineate the timing of infection.
In a review of retrospective seropositivity
surveys, Myers et al. (1993b) discussed the
data available, which comes from just seven
geographic locations across Africa involv?
ing hundreds or thousands of human blood
samples. Not surprisingly, vast regions of
Africa with millions of human inhabitants
are not represented in retrospective sero?
positivity surveys. HIVs are lentiviruses,
which are characterized as a group by their
potential for long periods of latency with no
visible
effects on hosts. HIVs
present,
in small isothough perhaps inconspicuous,
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Figure 1. PhylogenetictreetopologyfromMyerset
viralgag p24 se?
al. (1993b)based on immunodeficiency
quences for648 nucleotidepositions.Tree is rooted at
themidpointof the greatestpatristicdistancebetween
twoterminals.Host species and abbreviationsforvirus?
es are definedin theAppendix.
lated human populations
or demes could
readily have been missed by limited pre1959 (or even pre-1980) blood samplings.
Current high levels of virulence, particular?
ly for HI Vis, may have been generated by
recent changes in host behavior relating to
virus transmission
(Ewald,
opportunities
1994).
Regarding the other three assumptions,
Doolittle (1989:339) noted the circumstan?
tial view in pointing out that "primary hosts
all seem to be healthy," whereas the likely
secondary hosts are not healthy. Myers et al.
(1992:373) stated
given the pervasivenessof SIVs in diverse African
monkeypopulations, and the relativenewness of
HIV in human populations,the hypothesisof a re?
cent simian originof human AIDS throughone or
more events of cross-species transmission has
gained widespread acceptance over the past few
years.
However, if the "relative newness of HIV
in human populations"
is "given," how can
one reach any other conclusion? Often, au?
thors simply note the sister relationship be-
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tween viruses isolated from different host
the direction of in?
species and presuppose
fection to be from nonhumans to humans.
These assumptions should not be accepted
uncritically. Other researchers have been
more cautious in inferring direction of in?
fection from phylogenetic analyses. For ex?
ample, Hirsch et al. (1989:391) noted that
their
data cannotexclude thepossibilitythatHIV2 froma
humanwas passed to a sootymangabeyand subse?
quentlyevolved as SIVsm. . . . [Sequences of older
HIV2 and SIV isolates (frommangabeys or other
species) are requiredto resolvetheseissues.
Although direction of infection cannot be
inferred from a sister relationship between
two viruses from different host species, ac?
curate tree topology is crucial for estimating
the number of host shifts that have occurred
and the most-parsimonious
of
sequence
host shift events. Many aspects of HIV and
SIV relationships are poorly resolved, par?
ticularly the earliest divergences involving
five lineages: (1) HIVls/SIVcpz,
(2) HIV2s/
SIVsm/SIVmac,
(3) SIVmnd, (4) SIVagms,
and (5) SIVsyk. HIVs, as currently named,
are clearly not monophyletic. The two pri?
mary HIV types, HIV1 and HIV2, each in?
clude representative strains (or taxa) that
are more closely related to one or more SIVs
than they are to other HIVs. As a corollary,
SIVs are also not monophyletic.
Whether
are monophyletic
and HIV2s are
HIVls
is less clear. SIVcpz, previ?
monophyletic
ously placed as sister to all HIVls (Huet et
al., 1990), may belong inside an HIV1 dade
when divergent HIVls are included in the
analyses. Similarly, SIVs from sooty manga?
beys and macaques are often, though not al?
ways, placed within the HIV2 dade.
Clearly, there have been multiple host
species shifts by the viruses, and given a
nonsister relationship
between the HIV1
and HIV2 types, proponents of the "new
virus" hypothesis must invoke at least two
recent and independent
human infections
with quite different viruses, each capable of
causing AIDS. HIVls and HIV2s are about
40% different in nucleotide sequence over
the entire genome and differ in presence of
some accessory genes. HI VI and SIVcpz

VOL. 44

contain two open reading frames, termed
vpr and vpu, whereas HIV2/SIVmac/SIVsm
lack the vpu gene but contain another gene
termed vpx. Rather than requiring at least
two recent human infections with quite dif?
ferent viruses, the "old virus" hypothesis
requires only one cross-species infection of
humans.
Current Study
Methods.?We
based
our phylogenetic
of
HIVs
and
SIVs
on the relatively
analysis
slowly evolving pol gene and gag p24 region
of 28 viral isolates obtained from the Los
Alamos HIV sequence database
(Myers et
al., 1993a) and GenBank (NCBI Entrez re?
lease 7.0). These sequences are from isolates
of both primary HIV types (HIV1
and
African
HIV2),
primates
wild-caught
Pan troglodytes;
(SIVcpz from chimpanzee,
SIVagms from African green monkeys, Cercopithecus aethiops and C. pygerythrus; SIVsyk from Sykes' monkey, Cercopithecus mitis
albogularis; SIVsms from sooty mangabeys,
Cercocebus atys; and SIVmndgb from man?
drill, Mandrillus sphinx), captive primates
(SIVmacs from Macaca mulatta, M. nemistrina, and M. arctoides), and a domestic cat
(FIV from Felis catus). We combined regions
from both the pol and gag genes, emphasiz?
ing congruence among characters as sup?
port for sister-group relationships
(Kluge,
1989). Inferred amino acid sequences were
et al.,
aligned using Clustal V (Higgins
1992) with fixed and floating gap penalties
set to 10. Those sequence regions that did
have gaps were excluded from phylogenet?
ic analyses, leaving unambiguously
aligned
regions spanning 2,763 nucleotide positions
in pol and 698 positions in gag p24. The
amino acid alignment served as a template
for aligning the corresponding nucleic acids.
Phylogenetic analysis was conducted on
the aligned, edited sequences
using PAUP
3.1.1 (Swofford, 1993). Given the large num?
ber of terminal taxa and the large size of the
data matrices, we used a heuristic search al?
gorithm with the tree bisection-reconnection branch-swapping
procedure. Because
the heuristic search does not explore all
possible topologies to find the shortest tree,
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we repeated the search 100 times for each
analysis. Each search was initiated using a
different randomly
constructed
starting
the
topology, reducing
possibility that the
algorithm would find a local parsimony op?
timum rather than the universal optimum
for a particular data set.
in phylogenetic
Inaccuracies
analyses
stem from an inability to discriminate ho?
mologous similarity (due to descent) from
homoplastic
(convergent or parallel) simi?
Two
larity.
steps for molecular systematists
in making this discrimination are choosing
genes that are not saturated with change
(having multiple substitutions at individ?
ual base positions) and using a data-set-de?
pendent a priori weighting scheme to placegreater weight on those characters whose
rates of change are relatively slow, because
will
similarities
among such characters
tend to include less homoplastic similarity
(Mindell and Honeycutt, 1990; Hillis et al.,
1993). Toward this end, we calculated the
number of third-position
transition and
transversion changes for codons of pol and
gag p24 DNAs between representative HIV
and SIV lineage pairs (Table 1). We expected
any homoplastic similarity to be found par?
ticularly in third-position transitions. Third
positions in codons tend to have faster rates
of change because of the greater number of
synonymous substitutions that are possible
there, relative to first and second positions,
and a tendency for transitions to accumu?
late more rapidly than transversions
has
been
known
et
al.,
1982;
Graur,
(Brown
long
1985).
If DNA sequence characters are saturated
with change,
the number
of inferred
will
not
increase
as
changes
divergence
time increases between taxon pairs, i.e., the
between time and increas?
correspondence
ing amounts of sequence
divergence will
break down. Among our study taxa, diver?
gences within subsets of HIVls (excluding
HIVlant70
and HIVlmvp5180)
and within
HIV2s (excluding HIV2d205 and HIV2ucl)
are more recent than divergences
among
the primary
HIV/SIV
(HIV1,
lineages
HIV2, SIVagm, SIVmnd, SIVsyk), which in
turn are more recent than the divergence of
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Table 1. Pairwise differencesbetween viral taxa
based on 1,153thirdcodon positionsforDNA sequences
fromthepol and gag p24 regionscombined(see Appen?
dix forsequence sources). Numbersof inferredtransi?
tions are below the diagonal, and numbersof inferred
transversions
are above thediagonal.
1
?
l.HIVleli
2.HIVlndk
51
3. HIV2ben 301
4. HIV2dl94 305
5. SIVagmtyo299
6. SIVagm3 294
7. SIVsyk
287
8.SIVmndgb 280
9. FIV14
251

2

3456789

9 305 310
? 308 313
15
309 ?
309 146 ?
312 278 293
295 293 303
284 299 307
276 290 295
244 282 282

307
310
312
319
?
328
287
291
266

302
303
297
300
137
?
270
288
248

336
341
328
333
337
323
?
285
290

320
321
327
338
299
282
338
?
243

411
412
414
417
431
426
403
404
?

their common ancestor from FIV (Doolittle
et al., 1989; Yokoyama, 1991). Table 1 indi?
cates that pol and gag p24 third-position
with
transitions are relatively saturated
with FIV
change;
pairwise
comparisons
show no more changes than do comparisons
among the primary HIV/SIV lineages. Con?
versely, third-position transversions are rel?
atively unsaturated with change; compar?
isons with FIV consistently show more
changes than do other comparisons. Thirdposition transition differences from FIV are
actually fewer than those of more recent di?
as
HIV/SIV
vergences
among
lineages,
would be expected when more slowly accu?
mulating transversions begin to overwrite
transitions. Comparisons
similar to those in
Table 1 for codon positions 1 and 2 (data not
indicate nonsaturation
for both
shown)
transitions and transversions at those posi?
tions. Thus, we gave third-position transi?
tions an a priori weight of zero in our phylo?
genetic analyses to reduce the confounding
effects of nonhomologous
similarity.
The relative support for each node within
the minimum-length topology was evaluat?
ed using the support index (Bremer, 1988;
KaTlersjo et al., 1992), which denotes the
difference in length between the most-par?
tree and the shortest tree in
simonious
which the particular node (dade)
is not
To
estimate
the
index
for a
present.
support
we constructed
a con?
dade,
particular
straint tree in which the dade is the only re-
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Figure2. Most-parsimonious
virusbased on the
phylogenetictreefor27 primateand 1 felineimmunodeficiency
combinedDNA sequences fromthepol (2,763nucleotidepositions)and gag p24 (698 nucleotidepositions)genes.
transitions
weregivenan a prioriweightofzero to reducehomoplasticsimilaritywithinthedata set
Third-position
(see Table 1). Numbersalong nodes are supportindicesdenotingthenumberofadditionalstepsneeded tobreakthe
node (Bremer,1988; Kallersjoet al., 1992). The treelengthis 6,226steps,excludinguninformative
characters.Nu?
cleotide sequences were obtainedfromthe Los Alamos HIV database and GenBank(see Appendix foraccession
and virushostspecies). Isolates fromwild-caughtprimatesinclude those from
numbers,abbreviationdefinitions,
chimpanzee (SIVcpz), sooty mangabeys (SIVsmm9,SIVsmmh4),Africangreen monkeys(SIVagm3,SIVagml55,
SIVagmtyo,SIVagm677),Sykes' monkey(SIVsyk),and mandrill(SIVmndgb). Isolates fromcaptive primatesin?
clude thosefromrhesusmacaque (SIVmm239),pig-tailedmacaque (SIVmne),and stump-tailedmacaque (SIVstm).
The felineimmunodeficiency
virus isolate (FIV14) was treatedas an outgroupto the primateimmunodeficiency
viruses(PIVs). Nodes A and B denotetaxanamed PIV1 and PIV2, respectively.
solved relationship among the study taxa
and then used 10 replicate heuristic search?
es, with random stepwise addition of taxa,
to find the shortest fully resolved topology
in which that relationship was not present.
Results.?We
found a single most-parsi?
monious tree in analysis of the combined
pol and gag p24 DNAs, giving third-posi?
tion transitions zero weight, and we consid?
er this our current best estimate of phyloge?
netic relationships for the viruses (Fig. 2).
Nodes within the tree differ in their degree
of support, based on the indices reported.
SIVcpz is sister to six HI Vis, and two other
HIVls (HIVlant70, HIVlmvp5180)
are basal

to this group. This placement of SIVcpz in?
side a larger HIV1 dade suggests that there
was either one viral host shift from humans
to chimp or two host shifts from chimp to
humans. Myers et al. (1992:373) suggested
that HIVlant70
"may ultimately be inter?
as
another
SIV form." This inter?
yet
preted
seem
to reduce the likeli?
pretation might
transfer
hood
that a human-to-chimp
occurred, in that no HIV1 would diverge
"prior to" the divergence of SIVcpz. How?
as an SIV
ever, interpretation of HIVlant70
(and an aberrant colonist in humans) con?
notes that HIVlant70
represents a rare di?
viral
in
humans. Recent evivergent
lineage
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Figure3. Mostparsimoniousevolutionofthecharacter'Viral host"based on our most-parsimonious
treetopol?
ogy (presentedin Fig. 2). Changes in viralhostshown (patternsand shadingsofbranches)invokethefewestpossi?
ble numberofshifts.Branchesshownas equivocal denotethattwo ormorecharacterstates(viralhosts)arepossible
withoutalteringtheminimumnumberofchangesinvoked.Because species distinctionsamongAfricangreenmon?
keysare unclear,we have conservativelylistedthefourSIVagmsshown (hereand in theAppendix) as representing
one host species, althoughwe note thatsome mightrecognizethree(SIVagml55, SIVagmtyo,SIVagm3) as being
and one (SIVagm677)as being fromC. aethiops.Inclusion of two distinctAfrican
fromCercopithecus
pygerythrus
greenmonkeyspecies here,however,does not resultin any additionalchanges in thecharacter'Viral host" else?
wherein thetree.
dence shows this not to be the case. Nkengasong et al. (1993) found that blood sam?
ples from 16 humans from Cameroon and
with
Africa, reacted
Gabon,
positively
in
imHIVlant70
peptides
enzyme-linked
munosorbent assays, indicating HIVlant70
to be endemic among HIV1 seropositive in?
dividuals in these two countries and thus
more common than previously thought. Fur?
ther indicating endemism,
HIVlmvp5180
is the sister to
(also from a Cameroonian)
HIVlant70
at a strongly supported node in
our parsimony analysis. Current evidence
indicates that human-to-chimp
viral trans?
fer is more parsimonious
than the reverse
(one host species shift versus two; Fig. 3).
of sequences
from additional
Publication
chimp SIVs will help resolve this issue.
Our analysis shows HIV2s to be polyof two HIV2s
phyletic, by placement

as sister to a dade in?
(HIV2d205, HIV2ucl)
and
HIV2s
SIVs
from sooty
cluding
mangabeys and macaques (Fig. 2), with the
latter dade
HIV2d205
and
(excluding
HIV2ucl) being moderately well supported.
Like the situation with HIVls and SIVcpz,
the more parsimonious
scenario indicates
virus transmission from humans (HIV2s) to
sooty mangabeys and macaques (Fig. 3). Our
tree places SIVmndgb and SIVsyk as basal to
the other HIVs and SIVs, although those
nodes have relatively moderate levels of sup?
port. SIVagms are sister to HIV2s/ SIVsms/
SIVmacs in agreement with most previous
analyses but differing from that of Doolittle
(1989). Based on current evidence, our topol?
ogy is preferable because of its incorporation
of more character evidence and a data-setdependent a priori weighting scheme, which
reduces effects of homoplastic similarity.
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Our tree (Fig. 2) differs from that of Myers
et al. (1993b; Fig. 1) in not indicating HIV2
monophyly and in the relative placement of
SIVmndgb and SIVsyk. Myers et al. (1993b)
used unweighted gag p24 region sequences
alone, which can be seen to include homoplastic similarity based on our pairwise
comparisons (Table 1). Their exclusion of pol
sequences weakened their analyses, because
pol includes the most conserved and hence
most phylogenetically reliable sequences in
the genome. They also used midpoint root?
ing, which should only be used as a last re?
sort when no suitable outgroup is available.
The midpoint method places the basal node
for any tree arbitrarily along the longest path
connecting any pair of taxa. This placement
assumes constant rates of character change
across taxa without justification, and differ?
ences in rate sufficient to affect placement of
the basal node will change sister relation?
ships shown in the tree. Although Myers et
al. (1993b) acknowledged
the basal position
of HIVlant70
relative to other HIVls and
(or
SIVcpz, they did not include HIVlant70
its sister taxon HIVlmvp5180)
in their analy?
sis. This exclusion and their diagnosis of
HIV2s as monophyletic, despite numerous
HIV2
analyses
contradicting
monophyly
(e.g., Dietrich et al., 1989; Gao et al., 1992;
Myers et al., 1992; Barnett et al, 1993) allow
Myers et al. (1993b) to consistently favor the
"new virus" hypothesis and ignore the alter?
native "old virus" hypothesis.
Minimum Evolution of the Character
"Virus Host"
We used our tree topology (Fig. 2) to infer
the most-parsimonious
pathway of crossinfection
the
within
species
primate immu?
Host
viruses.
nodeficiency
species for each
of the 28 viral isolates was coded as the state
of a single unordered character; and the min?
imum number of changes among alternative
states were then distributed on the tree (Fig.
Maddison
and Maddi?
3; using MacClade,
son, 1992). Within the HIV1/SIVcpz
dade,
human
is shown as the ancestral host
species. Similarly, within the HIV2/SIVsm/
dade, human is also shown
SIVmac/SIVagm
as the ancestral host species. The basal char-

VOL. 44

acter state for the entire HIV/SIV
dade is
equivocal, i.e., two or more different states
(virus hosts) could be invoked without alter?
ing the number of changes on the overall
tree. Recently, Myers and Korbin (1994) in?
cluded a second SIV from a chimpanzee
in their phylogenetic analyses
(SIVcpzant)
this
(although
sequence is currently unpub?
lished), and their analysis placed SIVcpzant
as sister to the dade including the HIVls and
SIVcpz. Even with inclusion of SIVcpzant in
this position on our tree diagnosing change
in the character "virus host" (Fig. 3), human
remains the most-parsimonious
ancestral
host for the HIV1/SIVcpz/SIVcpzant
dade
as well as for the HIV2/SIVsm/SIVmac/
SIVagm dade.
Obviously, this analysis does not resolve
the sequence of host species shifts, and we
make no such claim. Inference from this
analysis is confounded by sampling bias, be?
cause many more viruses have been se?
quenced from humans than from any other
primate species. Human is shown as the an?
cestral host for the HIV1/SIVcpz/SIVcpzant
and HIV2/SIVsm/SIVmac/SIVagm
clades
because two of the five most divergent pri?
mate immunodeficiency
viruses have been
isolated from humans, whereas each of the
other three divergent viral lineages is unique
to a different host species. If, for example,
further sampling of SIVs from African green
monkeys or mandrills were to uncover taxa
within each of those lineages as divergent as
HIV! and HIV2 types are from each other,
in Figure 3
the character-state
changes
would be altered. However, some such sam?
pling has been done for African green mon?
keys from disparate locales in Africa, and di?
vergences as great as those seen between
HIV lineages
have not been observed.
SIVagms from western Africa (e.g., Senegal)
and from eastern Africa (Kenya, Ethiopia; as
included in our study), form a monophyletic
group (Allan et al., 1991), in contrast to
HIVls from eastern and central Africa and
HIV2s from western Africa, which do not
form a monophyletic group (Fig. 2). Chang?
ing the tree topology in Figure 3, such that
SIVagms are basal to the entire HIV1/HIV2
dade, does not change the diagnosis of an-
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cestral host species within either the HIV1 or
the HIV2 dade. In presenting this analysis,
we simply wish to show that the current evi?
dence does not support the "new virus"
(new in humans) hypothesis.
Virulent Viruses Are New and
Viruses Are Old:
Nonvirulent
An Oversimplification
It has long been thought that mutualistic
associations between parasites and hosts are
more stable evolutionarily than are destruc?
tive ones (Smith, 1939; Burnet and White,
1972). Parasites that quickly kill their hosts
for their
will provide little opportunity
new
colonize
host
to
progeny
successfully
individuals and, hence, may go extinct. This
observation is reflected in a widely claimed
(particularly in medical texts) tendency for
viruses to evolve toward avirulence and in
the general notion that given enough time a
state of peaceful coexistence eventually be?
comes established
between any host and
parasite (Dubos, 1965).
This assumption has led to an oversimpli?
fied prescription that virulent viruses are
new and nonvirulent viruses are old. It is
evident, however,
becoming
increasingly
that there can be great variation in the tim?
ing and direction of virulence change. Just
as a virus can change in its effects from path?
ogenic to benign, it can also change from be?
on natural
nign to pathogenic, depending
selection and the effects of changing replica?
tion rates on the fitness of the virus (Ewald,
1994). As described by May (1993:66),
Thereis no generalization[regardingchangein viru?
lence formanyor mostviruses].The virus may be?
come less virulent,more virulent,or exhibitun?
changing virulence; the virus may become less
transmissible,more transmissible,or show un?
All ofthisdepends on the
changingtransmissibility.
and the
tradeoffsamong virulence,transmissibility,
cost ofresistance,whichare also constrainedby the
natureofthehost-pathogenassociation.
Examples of viruses that have shown an
increase in virulence over time include in?
fluenza A (see Langmuir and Schoenbaum,
1976; Webster, 1993) and myxoma virus
(Dwyer et al., 1990; Fenner and Kerr, 1994).
Levin and Pimentel (1981) simulated the
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of a simple system with one host
to two viral lineages,
species susceptible
one of which is more virulent than the other.
They found no general trend toward avirulence and that increased virulence may be
favored when it increases transmission rate.
In keeping with the older view of viru?
lence, apparent mildness of SIV in sooty
mangabeys and African green monkeys has
been attributed to an old virus-host associa?
tion. However, one need not invoke an old
association to explain avirulence. The mild?
ness could be attributed to relatively low
rates of sexual
partner change.
Sooty
have low
females apparently
mangabey
rates of sexual partner change, restricting
copulation to a few males during estrus and
not copulating during a prolonged period of
maternal care (T. Butynski, pers. comm.).
African green monkey females are sexually
and in groups
receptive only seasonally
controlled by a single male (Fedigan and
Fedigan, 1988). Thus, potential for rapid
spread of SIV through these species appears
limited, and viral strains with a rapid repli?
cation rate (compromising
their host's im?
mune system and health) will have little se?
lective advantage.
Results of laboratory infections of chimps
with HIV1 are also inconsistent with the
that low virulence denotes a
supposition
virus-host
association.
No AIDS-like
long
disease has been observed among over 100
in?
chimps that have been experimentally
fected with HIV1 nor among the minority
that have remained infected for 5-10 years
(Fultz, 1993; Johnson et al., 1993). Further, in
chimps in which HIVls have become estab?
lished and have increased in numbers, the
capability for successful infection of chimp
blood cells has increased (Gendelman et al.,
1991; Watanabe et al., 1991), indicating a po?
tential for virulence to increase over time.
The avirulence of SIVs in sooty manga?
beys, chimps, mandrills, and other species
also remains open to question. A severely ill
individual would not last long in nature, as
compared with infected but asymptomatic
or recovered individuals
that could com?
plete normal life spans. For this reason,
snapshot seropositivity surveys of existing
evolution
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the fre?
populations
may underestimate
quency of infections associated with severe
A highly virulent, molecularly
illnesses.
cloned SIV strain originally from a sooty
mangabey (SIVsmpbj; Dewhurst et al., 1990)
caused
death in experimentally
infected
and
(Fultz,
sooty mangabeys
macaques
1993), whereas the original parental virus
a chronic AIDS-like
caused
syndrome in
macaques and only asymptomatic infection
in sooty mangabeys. This finding belies the
notions that SIVs in their "natural" host
species are exclusively avirulent and that
they cannot become more virulent over
time. The laboratory transmission that has
favored increased virulence in this SIV vari?
ant is similar to that proposed
for HIV.
and severe variants
Rapidly reproducing
can be maintained if the rapid reproduction
provides them with a fitness advantage over
more slowly reproducing strains.
The "old virus" hypothesis holds that
primitive HIVs may have had low virulence
and were maintained in a population
that
low levels of sexual
displayed
partner
change, perhaps in a rural area. This hy?
pothesis leads to a prediction that some
early divergent low-virulence viral strains
could still be extant in such populations,
and viral isolates with some of these charac?
teristics have been discovered.
HIV2d205
and HIV2ucl
an
early divergent
represent
dade and
lineage within the HIV2/SIVsm
were obtained from asymptomatic individ?
uals from rural Ghana and Ivory Coast, re?
is entirely noncytospectively. HIV2ucl
and
neutralized
pathic
readily
by sera from
HIV2-infected
individuals
(Barnett et al.,
1993).
Issues in Systematics

of Viruses

Conflicting Topologies for Viral Gene Trees May
or May Not Indicate Recombination among
Viral Lineages
When two or more individual
viruses
penetrate a particular host cell and begin
nucleic acid replication, the potential exists
for recombination among the viral genomes
due to a replicase enzyme slipping from one
viral genome template to another (Coffin,
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1979; Hu and Temin, 1990). Recombination
among HIV variants occurs in vitro (Clavel
et al., 1989) and has been suggested to occur
in vivo based on (1) observed
viral se?
quences having a mixture of components
from formerly distinct lineages (Howell et
al., 1991) and (2) conflicting tree topologies
based on phylogenetic analyses of different
genes (Li et al., 1988; McClure et al., 1988;
Gao et al., 1992; Myers et al., 1993b). Con?
based
on different
flicting phylogenies
also
stem
from differ?
however,
may
genes,
in phylogenetic
ential success
analyses.
That is, one tree might be accurate whereas
the other is not, despite absence of any re?
In analyzing different genes
combination.
and different types of substitutions chang?
ing at different rates, systematists often find
different
different data sets supporting
trees. This conflict may stem from differen?
tial success in distinguishing
homologous
from homoplastic similarity (distinguishing
signal from noise) in the different data sets
(Farris, 1983; Swofford and Olsen, 1990;
Hillis, 1991; Mindell, 1991). In considering
recently diverged taxa, this conflict might
also stem from the confounding effects of
variation
on analyses
within-population
among higher level taxa (Neigel and Avise,
varia?
1986; Avise, 1989). Within-population
tion for retroviruses can be extreme, de?
pending on which gene regions are consid?
ered (Zarling and Temin, 1976; Holmes et
al., 1992). Systematists working on viruses
will need to consider these possibilities
prior to invoking recombination to explain
such conflicts in gene tree topologies.
High Extinction Rates and Sampling Problems
Because of their short generation times,
large numbers of progeny, and high muta?
tion rates, viruses have a great capacity for
rapid diversification. Consequently, there is
also a great capacity for lineage extinction
events, which has implications for studies of
phylogeny and the history of host shifts. In?
clusion of fossil taxa can alter inferred phy?
logenetic relationships in studies of plants
and animals (Doyle and Donoghue,
1987;
Gauthier et al., 1988), and the same can be
expected in analyses of viruses. More se-
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quences from extant viral taxa and, where
possible, extinct viral taxa from preserved
tissues will help our understanding
of the
effects of this taxon inclusion/exclusion
(unproblem. Peter Houde and colleagues
publ. manuscript) at New Mexico State Uni?
versity are working on amplifying and se?
quencing SIVs from primate museum study
skins and, in the process, identifying new
host species and minimum dates for host
species infection.
Clear distinction must be made between
phylogeny of the viruses and the history of
their distribution; the two need not be con?
gruent. Divergent lineages such as SIVsyk
and SIVmndgb may appear basally in a phy?
logenetic analysis (as in Fig. 2) without
Sykes' monkey or the mandrill being old
(early) host species. That basal appearance
could be the result of the extinction of lin?
eages from the true early host, which "gave"
the virus to current hosts relatively recently,
or the result of a lack of sampling from the
true early host species. Just as the true phy?
logeny for any set of taxa is unknowable
(unless directly observed) and can only be
inferred, the true history of viral host shifts
can also only be inferred. For this reason, at?
tempts to determine the natural or ancestral
host of a virus will always be susceptible to
biases from "unobserved"
host shifts, relat?
ed to high extinction rates for viral lineages
and the inevitably small samples available
for analysis.
Rate Heterogeneity
RNA viruses such as the primate immu?
nodeficiency viruses, with base substitution
rates averaging IO-3 per site per year, often
have rates of evolution exceeding that of
their eukaryotic host species by 1 millionfold or more (Holland, 1992). This is a result
of the high error rate of the virus-encoded
reverse transcriptase and the lack of misincorporation repair mechanisms.
Although
this rapid rate of viral sequence change is
not qualitatively different from that encoun?
tered by systematists working on other taxa,
there are several sources of rate variability
among viruses that are not currently recog?
nized in other taxa. Retroviruses undergo
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three different en?
replication
involving
zymes with variable error rates. In the viral
stage (in the host cell cytoplasm), retroviral
RNA is transcribed into retroviral DNA by
reverse transcriptase, which has a high error
rate. In the pro viral stage (in the host cell
nucleus), retroviral DNA is replicated by the
host cell's DNA polymerase, which is less
error prone and entails efficient mutation
repair mechanisms. Subsequently, the proviral DNA is transcribed back into RNA by
the host cell's RNA polymerase. The error
rate for cellular RNA polymerase is not well
known, although it may be similar to that of
reverse transcriptase (Coffin, 1991). Thus,
there is the potential for closely related viral
lineages to differ in their rates of change due
to different amounts of high-error (reverse
transcriptase and cellular RNA polymerase)
and relatively low-error (cellular DNA poly?
merase) replication. These differences will
tend to vary with changing virulence; low
virulence entails longer proviral times and
fewer replication cycles, and high virulence
entails greater amounts of low-fidelity re?
verse transcription. A further consequence
of the pro'viral stage is the opportunity for
recombination with cellular genes and the
possible addition of new sequences into the
retrovirus genome
and Varmus,
(Bishop
1985).
We expect that rates of retroviral change
upon the particular
may vary depending
host species infected, given that different
animal species may show different rates of
molecular sequence evolution (e.g., Britten,
1986; Li and Tanimura, 1987; Avise et al.,
1992; Martin and Palumbi, 1993) and that
retroviruses use the host's replication ma?
chinery. Rates might also vary depending
on the particular cell type infected, as sug?
gested by correlation between rates of se?
quence change and metabolic rate (rate of
and by differences in
oxygen metabolism)
metabolic rate for different cell and tissue
the correlation
with
types. Underlying
metabolic rate is apparent DNA damage
due to oxygen-derived free radicals (Joenje,
et al., 1989). Oxidative
1989; Shigenaga
damage potentially influences rates of se?
quence evolution across all taxa; however,
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the generally fast rate of retroviral evolution
accentuates
these and other effects to a
greater degree than is seen in other organ?
isms.
Viral sequences also show patterns of rate
heterogeneity correlated with codon posi?
tion and transition/tr ans version
differ?
ences, as seen in other organisms (Graur,
1985; Table 1). We have sought to account
for the effects of some of these in our current
analyses with an a priori weighting scheme.
The effect on phylogeny of other rate hetero?
geneity sources mentioned (three different
replication enzymes, host- and cell-specific
effects) are poorly known at present, al?
though they are potentially significant. In
light of the fast pace of primary sequence
evolution and subsequent low levels of se?
quence similarity among many viral taxa,
the more slowly evolving features of sec?
ondary and tertiary structures for encoded
proteins may prove useful for alignment
and phylogenetic analyses in the future (see
Johnson et al., 1990; Eickbush, 1994).
Estimates of lineage divergence times as?
sume rate constancy over time and will be
distorted to the extent that rate heterogene?
ity exists for the characters analyzed. Not
surprisingly, this distortion has given rise
to incongruent estimates by different re?
searchers. Estimates for divergence time be?
tween HI Vis and HIV2s range from 40
(Smith et al, 1988) to 600-1,200 years ago
(Eigen and Nieselt-Struwe, 1990).
Naming Virus Clades Rather Than Grades
The names used for primate immunodefi?
ciency virus taxa have been based on the
host species in which the viruses have been
found. Thus, these names represent viral
grades based on virus distribution. Named
grades are less desirable than named clades,
given that the primary purpose of taxonomy
is to communicate
results of evolutionary
history (phylogenetic analysis) using a sys?
tem of names. As more viral taxa become
known and are added
to phylogenetic
viral
be revised to
can
analyses,
taxonomy
a
more
accurate
provide
history of their evo?
lution. Such a revision can discourage mis?
or premature conclusions
reconceptions

garding lineage origins. For example, the as?
sociation by name of HIVls and HIV2s sug?
gests (to systematists) a common origin for
them to the exclusion of other immunodefi?
ciency viruses, but (as discussed above) this
appears not to be the case. Similarly, the
taxon SIV gives the unsupported
impres?
sion that all SIVs are more closely related to
each other than they are to various HIVs. De
Queiroz and Gauthier (1992) described use?
ful conventions for naming taxa, the most
basic of which is that all names refer to
clades.
We can recognize the clades in Figure 2 as
taxa. The dade that is descendent from the
hypothetical common ancestor at node A in
Figure 2 includes all the known HIVls and
SIVcpz and can be called primate immuno?
deficiency virus 1 (PIV1). The dade that is
descendent from the hypothetical common
ancestor at node B in Figure 2 includes all
the known HIV2s and SIVs from sooty man?
and can be called
gabeys and macaques
in a
PIV2. Other taxa may be recognized
similar fashion as the need arises. Members
of the taxon PIV1 have an apparent synapomorphy in the presence of the vpu accessory
gene, whereas members of PIV2 uniquely
possess the accessory genes vpr and vpx in
combination (Gibbs and Desrosiers, 1994).
In a nonphylogenetic
taxonomy, such char?
acters might have been used to define taxa.
However, in our proposed phylogenetic tax?
onomy, such characters are used in diagnos?
ing clades but not in defining them (deter?
mining inclusion or exclusion of species or
taxa). Rather, taxon names are defined in
terms of common ancestry and relationship.
Conclusions
Evidence
does not
currently available
support the popular view (the "new virus"
that HIVs (our PIVs, Fig. 2)
hypothesis)
have recently colonized
humans and that
PIVs in humans are recent descendants from
one or another of the PIV lineages known
from nonhumans. Phylogenetic trees show
only sister relationships for extant taxa, not
for ex?
ancestor-descendant
relationships
tant taxa. Our phylogenetic hypothesis and
a parsimony criterion to estimate the fewest
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number of host species shifts (i.e., to diag?
nose changes in the character "viral host")
indicate that humans are the ancestral host
species for a dade including SIVcpz (from
and for a dade
chimpanzee)
including
SIVsms (from sooty mangabeys). However,
in light of potential sampling biases, we
specifically do not claim that this analysis
resolves the issue of ancestral host. Our
point is to show that current evidence does
not support the "new virus" hypothesis.
Support for the "new virus" hypothesis
then devolves
to unjustified assumptions
that (1) pre-1959 human blood samples test?
ing negative for PIV presence successfully
represent all human populations and demes
potentially harboring PIVs and (2) new
viruses are virulent and old viruses are
mild. Small human populations
with dor?
mant PIVs may readily have been missed by
limited sampling, and the assumption that
new viruses are virulent and old viruses are
mild ignores the ability of natural selection
or no
to affect an increase, a decrease,
in
if the
time.
virulence
over
Even
change
were
virulence
assumption
decreasing
valid, inferred newness of PIV infection of
humans is contradicted by discovery of noncytopathic HIV2ucl and relatively low viru?
lence (longer latency and asymptomatic pe?
riods) of PIV2s in rural human populations
having relatively low rates of sexual contact
among individuals.
Retroviral evolution challenges systema?
tists with a variety of distinctive and poten?

features, including (1)
tially confounding
extremely fast rates of molecular sequence
evolution (due to short generation times,
large numbers of progeny, and low fidelity
rate hetero?
(2) evolutionary
replication),
within
and
virus
geneity
among
sequences
(due to potential host-specific and cell-typespecific rate differences and variable use of
three different replication enzymes having
variable error rates), and (3) potential for
genetic recombination among different lin?
eages infecting the same cell, complicating
Im?
character homology
determinations.
of
features
and
these
proved understanding
greater sampling of primate host species
will enhance future studies of immunodefi-

ciency virus phylogeny and may entail revi?
sion of current hypotheses of relationship.
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Noteaddedinproof.?Findingspublishedsincefinalac?
ceptanceof our paper contributeto the pictureof HIV
and SIV phylogeny.Peeters et al. (Peeters, M., W.
Janssens,K. Fransen,J. Brandful,L. Heyndrickx,K.
and G.
Koffi,E. Delaporte,P. Piot,G.-M. Gershy-Damet,
van der Groen. 1994. Isolationof simianimmonudeficiency viruses from two sooty mangabeys in Cote
d'lvoire:Virologicaland geneticcharacterization
and re?
lationshipto otherHIV type2 and SIVsm/macstrains.
AIDS Res. Hum. Retroviruses10:1289-1294)describeda
second groupofSIVs fromsootymangabeys(SIVsmcl2,
SIVsmcl8) thatappear tobranchoffbetweentheearliest
diverging HIV2 dade and the SIV sooty mangabey/macaque dade. This suggestseven moreinterspe?
cifictransfers
thanshown in our Figure3, althoughin?
clusion of thenew SIVsms in theFigure3 analysisdoes
notchangeHomoas thepostulatedearlyhostsubsequent
to thebranchingofSIVmndgb.Sharpet al. (Sharp,P. M.,
D. L. Robertson,F. Gao, and B. H. Hahn. 1994. Origins
and diversityof human inmmunodeficiency
viruses.
AIDS 8:s27-s42) independentlyproposed a classificato?
ry change similarto our PIV1 and PIV2, emphasizing
phylogeneticrelatedness,althoughtheysuggestedthe
termPLV (primatelentiviruses).

Appendix. Immunodeficiencyvirus abbreviations,
hostspecies,and database sequence accessionnumbers.
Virusabbreviation
FIV14

Hostspecies
Feliscatus

HIVlant70

Homosapiens

HIVleli
HIVlndk
HIVljrcsf
HIVllai
HIVlmal
HIVImn
HIVlmvp5180
HIVlrf

H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens

HIV2ben
HIV2dl94

H. sapiens
H. sapiens

HIV2d205

H. sapiens

HIV2nihz
HIV2rod
HIV2st
HIV2ucl
SIVagm3
SIVagm9
SIVagm40
SIVagm49
SIVagml55
SIVagm677
SIVagm692

H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
H. sapiens
Cercopithecus
aethiops
tantalus
Cercopithecus
tantalus
Cercopithecus
tantalus
Cercopithecus
aethiops
Cercopithecus
aethiops
Cercopithecus
Cercopithecus
pygerythrus
Cercopithecus
aethiops X07805
Pan troglodytes
X52154
Macacamulatta
M16403,
Y00277
Macacamulatta
M33262
Macacamulatta
M19499,
M15897
Mandrillussphinx
M27470,
X15781
M32741
Macaca nemistrina
X14307
Cercocebus
atys
Cercocebus
M80194
atys
M31325
Cercocebus
atys
Macacaarctoides
M83293
Cercocebus
mitis
L06042
albogularis

SIVagmtyo
SIVcpz
SIVmml42
SIVmm239
SIVmm251
SIVmndgb
SIVmne
SIVsmmh4
SIVsmm9
SIVsmpbj
SIVstm
SIVsyk
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Accession
no.
M25381,
M25729
L20587,
M31171
K03454
M27323
M38429
K02013
K03456
M17449
L20571
M17451,
M12508
M30502
J04542,
X52223
X16109,
X61240
J03654
M15390
M31113
L07625
M30931
L19254
L19252
L19253
M29975
M66437
M29974

